
 

 

Guest-Information/ Rules of the House 
 
Dear guests, in order to make the stay pleasant and successful for both parties, we will announce the 
house rules and guest information: 
 
1. Basics 
- Non-smoking-house (smoking only on the terraces) 
- no pets allowed 
- no partys/events allowed 
- parking: for unloading please use the red paved courtyard – afterwards use the main parking lots on 
the east side. 
 
2. Floor towels 
Use the floor towels on the front door to clean shoes. 
 
3. Take off shoes when entering the house 
Please take off your street shoes in the front hall / vestibule and put these on the shelf / cabinet. 
For coats and jackets please use the hall cabinet. Bathrobes in the hall cabinet are intended for your 
use as a voluntary service. If you like, there are also terry sandals. 
 
4. Keep doors and windows closed 
Close windows and doors in the house in summer and in winter - this is how the house retains its 
pleasant indoor climate. Shock ventilation 3-5 times daily is desired and necessary. 
 
5. Pool and wetness 
When wet, use the rubber slider in the pool and push the water into the gullies. 
Attention! Do not jump into the water; 
Move carefully, because the tiles get slippery and smooth once they have gotten a little wet. 
The water is tempered to 25 degrees and does not require any action on your part. 
The swimming pool is lockable - protection against unauthorized entry of children without 
supervision. 
 
6. Devices 
In the basement apartment basement there is a 2nd fridge and a microwave which can also be used 
as an oven for grilling or convection or upper and lower heat. 
 
7. Garbage 
Please put all full bags / sacks in the garage 1;  
Waste separation is obligatory! 
New bags to carry out the waste separation are in the drawer under the refrigerator. 
There are 4 types of garbage: residual waste (black sacks), paper (blue sacks), plastic / metal 
(yellow), glass (transparent) 
 
8. Towels 
If you need more towels, use the shelf No. 1 in the laundry room. 
 
9. Badminton in the red courtyard 
2 pipes and the net to set up is in the garage no. 1 as well as badminton rackets and shuttlecocks. 
 
10. Basketball in the red courtyard: you will find the ball in garage no. 1 
 
11. Safety 
fire-extinguisher in the laundry room – first aid kit in blue kitchen corner cupboard 


